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Gotham celebrates the attractive 
and unassuming lettering.

98,00 € *

Kostenloser Versand
 

Zahlen Per Vorkasse
 

Sicheres Einkaufen
 

Persönliche Beratung

Newsletter
Hier die Vorteilskommunikation für den 
Newsletter einfügen

JETZT ANMELDEN
 

Service
+ 49 (0) 40 80 81 80 30 *

Mo. – Fr. von 10:00 bis 18:00 Uhr
Sa. von 10:00 bis 16:00 Uhr

info@superreal.de

*0,19 € für Anrufe aus dem dt. Festnetz, 
Mobilfunkpreise können abweichen.
 

Informationen
Größen
Pflegehinweise
Versand und Kosten
Widerrufsrecht
Teaser Row
Bezahlarten
 

Unternehmen
Qualität
Über Uns
Presse
Geschichte
Kontakt
Filialen
Karriere II
CMS Testseite Alex
Appelrath Cüpper Magazin
Karriere

Gotham celebrates the attractive 
and unassuming lettering.

24,00 € *

Gotham celebrates the attractive 
and unassuming lettering.

19,00 € *

Gotham celebrates the attractive 
and unassuming lettering.

58,00 € *

Every designer has admired the no-nonsense lettering of the American vernacular, those letters of paint, plaster, 
neon, glass and steel that figure so prominently in the urban landscape. From these humble beginnings comes 
Gotham, a hard-working typeface for the ages.

Gotham celebrates the attractive and unassuming lettering of the city. New York is teeming with such letters, 
handmade sans serifs that share a common underlying structure, an engineer’s idea of “basic lettering” that tran-

scends both the characteristics of their materials and the mannerisms of their makers. These are the cast bronze 
numbers that give office doorways their authority, and the markings on cornerstones whose neutral and equable 
style defies the passage of time. They’re the matter-of-fact neon signs that emblazon liquor stores and pharmacies, 
and the names of proprietors plainly painted on delivery trucks. These letters are straightforward and non-negotia-
ble, yet possessed of great personality, and often expertly made. And although designers have lived with them for 
more than half a century, they remarkably went unrevived until 2000, when we introduced Gotham.

Collectie

S p r i n g ’ 1 6
Shop nu

LooksShop Collectie Blog Winkels Sale

Kostenloser Versand
 

Zahlen Per Vorkasse
 

Sicheres Einkaufen
 

Persönliche Beratung

Newsletter
Hier die Vorteilskommunikation für den Newsletter einfügen

JETZT ANMELDEN
 

Service
+ 49 (0) 40 80 81 80 30 *

Mo. – Fr. von 10:00 bis 18:00 Uhr
Sa. von 10:00 bis 16:00 Uhr

info@superreal.de

*0,19 € für Anrufe aus dem dt. Festnetz, Mobilfunkpreise können abweichen.

Informationen
Unternehmen

Every designer has admired the no-nonsense lettering of the American vernacular, those letters of paint, plaster, 
neon, glass and steel that figure so prominently in the urban landscape. From these humble beginnings comes 
Gotham, a hard-working typeface for the ages.

Gotham celebrates the attractive and unassuming lettering of the city. New York is teeming with such letters, 
handmade sans serifs that share a common underlying structure, an engineer’s idea of “basic lettering” that tran-
scends both the characteristics of their materials and the mannerisms of their makers. These are the cast bronze 
numbers that give office doorways their authority, and the markings on cornerstones whose neutral and equable 
style defies the passage of time. They’re the matter-of-fact neon signs that emblazon liquor stores and pharmacies, 
and the names of proprietors plainly painted on delivery trucks. These letters are straightforward and non-nego-
tiable, yet possessed of great personality, and often expertly made. And although designers have lived with them 
for more than half a century, they remarkably went unrevived until 2000, when we introduced Gotham.
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Cream Puffs
Even though cream puffs are made with only five 
ingredients – eggs, butter, water, flour, and fresh 
cream – they are by no means easy to bake. Baking 
choux pastries is finesse baking, which calls for 
just the right mix of ingredients and conditions. At 
Van Diermen Masterbakers, we are dedicated to 
producing the ultimate cream puff, and this is why 
we have added an extra ingredient to the batch: the 
loving care of our veteran masterbakers. The result? 
Luscious, fluffy, delicious cream puffs.

Eclairs
It is said that Antonin Carême – chef pâtissier to 
French emperors, English kings and Russian tsars 
– invented the first eclairs around 1820. Using 
choux pastry, the masterchef created an oblong, 
sophisticated delicacy for his discerning employers. 
Today, the eclair is still a delectable creation loved by 
royals and commoners alike throughout the world. 
Van Diermen’s eclair assortment comes in a variety of 
sizes and fillings, such as custard, whipped cream or 
coffee cream.
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New #1 short copy
Second line
It is said that Antonin Carême 

New #2
Second line together with
a third line

New #4
It is said that Antonin Carême – chef pâtissier to 
French emperors, English kings and Russian tsars 

New #2
Second line together with
a third line on mouse over 
 
It is said that Antonin Carême – chef pâtissier to 
French emperors, English kings and Russian tsars
and another line of text. chef pâtissier to French 
emperors, English kings and Russian tsars
and another line of text.

New #5 longer copy
It is said that Antonin Carême – chef pâtissier to 
French emperors, English kings and Russian tsars
and another line of text 

New #6
It is said that Antonin Carême – chef pâtissier to 
French emperors, English kings and Russian tsars 
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Cream Puffs

Cream Puffs

Packaging - Title name 
Mini dairy cream eclairs 2,1 kg
Description:
mini eclairs with unsweetened cream
Article number:
R002682
Shelf life:
18 months
Bar code:
5411823000231

Item #2

Packaging - Title name 
Mini dairy cream eclairs 2,1 kg
Description:
mini eclairs with unsweetened cream
Article number:
R002682
Shelf life:
18 months
Bar code:
5411823000231

Packaging - Title name 
Mini dairy cream eclairs 2,1 kg
Description:
mini eclairs with unsweetened cream
Article number:
R002682
Shelf life:
18 months
Bar code:
5411823000231
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